
Open-ended Answers for Question #18

Any other general comments about the matchday experience, areas for praise or how the club can
improve?

Respondent Answer

Unknown
92.234.106.xxx

Could be cleaner, hose down stairwells etc

Unknown
5.67.228.xxx

Ladies toilets in the tile choice toilets need to be changed to more hygenic
normal toilets instead of the horrible metal toilets they have.

Unknown
90.208.217.xxx

Ensure we have enough staff on at the bars - especially for big games

Unknown
185.60.80.xxx

I’m in the family stand. One tap in the toilet hasn’t worked for two years.
The stanchions block the view of the screen - put one in the other corner.
Street food vendors would encourage me to eat, e.g. poutine. My dad
struggles with stairs but we don’t want to sit at pitch level with people
walking past so more handrails would be good. A pedestrian crossing to
the bus stop and train station would save a lot of panic after every game.

Unknown
195.59.221.xxx

We need Starship as the song we walk out the tunnel to and the Savoy
Lounge needs more chairs and tables. I currently pay £50 a season for
worse conditions than friends in the Upper Tier. No tables or chairs free
30mins before kick off, none at HT and poor quality televisions.

Unknown
87.127.225.xxx

Athe way the club officials including stewards and turnstile operators
interact with us as fans needs to improve. We are not lucky to be allowed
in we have paid our hard earned money and expect to be treated as such.
Some stewards have a power complex.

Unknown
5.70.205.xxx

More tables /,chairs in bar.

Sort the sound system out in bar. At least check it works as part of match
day preparations.

Cheaper food. Don't bother anymore as the quality doesn't match price.
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Unknown
31.53.249.xxx

Do something about the drainage at the back of the Family Stand.
Resurface the car park behind the hotel. Lay on special buses into town
centre, particularly after night games. Reduce prices in the kiosks. Play
some better music over the PA instead of the boring tripe we usually get.
Make Starship's "Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now" the official club anthem.
Move the practice goals to another part of the pitch (to prevent wear and
tear in the same place every game). Fix the paper towel holder in the
Lower Tier gents.

Unknown
85.255.237.xxx

Is having enough bar staff on duty for home games! Also make sure both
food outlets provide the same food!

Unknown
109.157.108.xxx

Chips LOL

Unknown
2.217.79.xxx

Going for a beer at half time and only three members of staff surviving
impossible to get a drink, plus running out of food before halftime on a
number of occasions, bad smell coming from the toilets right next to where
you get or not your food,

Unknown
80.195.114.xxx

The atmosphere could Improve pre match by getting the crowd going with
music (as other clubs do)
stop the half time ex players introduction to the crowd maybe have on the
pitch competitions

Unknown
86.144.74.xxx

I believe for a poorly supported club we do amazingly well .
I believe it would benefit the club if some supporters changed their
mindset and got behind the team instead of the inane criticism that comes
from some individuals You only have to spend ten minutes on UTS to see
that manic depression is not at all an attractive trait.Be optimistic and
understand the inherent limitations there are in supporting a small club
with an attendance of 4000 plus .

Unknown
148.252.129.xxx

Open both bars and catering kiosks for each match.
Open upper stand for cup matches

Unknown
81.158.130.xxx

The programme has simply evolved over the years and needs a complete
redesign...and needs to be printed on proper paper not the thick stuff it is
now.

Unknown
185.46.213.xxx

Win more games. The rest can be lived with

Unknown
178.107.64.xxx

Selling bottles of water in the 1888 lounge
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Unknown
90.216.91.xxx

Stadium looks very tired in general, particularly areas like the lower tier bar.
Service for food is very poor and the queues are too long. When I used to
go in the upper tier there was sometimes only one bar/food vendor open
despite the length of the lines.

Unknown
86.137.109.xxx

More staff and better trained staff in kiosk and bar areas. With our
attendance levels we should not be queuing for entire half time interval for
a hot drink, I do not bother any more due to length of time it takes. Simply
improving managing the kiosks would enhance experience.

Unknown
195.12.49.xxx

Get Bonser out or spending more on the team

Unknown
80.189.43.xxx

Hot water, towels in toilets

Unknown
88.108.39.xxx

Pies sometimes sell out prior to half time,thats relly poor planning.

Unknown
213.205.198.xxx

We need to get Bonser out and away from our club.And I will not be
attending any time soon until he HAS gone.It wouldn’t bother me if I never
stepped foot inside the ground ever again while he still has his greedy
lying hands on it,so after supporting the club for nearly 50 years I have
had enough.

Unknown
178.99.206.xxx

Move the broken table in on the stairs to the upper which seems to have
been there for years!!

Unknown
92.238.37.xxx

Ask the kiosk staff to be stop being stingy with portions

Unknown
146.199.60.xxx

None

Unknown
77.97.32.xxx

The catering in the corners of the stand is dire. Rarely got enough food
and queues are ridiculous! Part of the reason I sit in the tile choice.

More incentives like the last game if the season to get people through the
turnstiles

Unknown
79.74.198.xxx

Supporting Walsall is now a disease that I can't cure

Unknown
85.255.234.xxx

I think adding an area for safe standing would make for a better
atmosphere
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Unknown
94.197.121.xxx

Like watching paint dry

Unknown
188.221.206.xxx

None

Unknown
109.149.207.xxx

Honestly, 25 years home and away. It’s remarkably easy to not go after a
couple of weeks, now when others try to coax me back the cost / value
seems so poor. Especially when it’s to fund the chairman rather than the
club or community.
Answer to 19....I can’t go whilst my attendance goes to supporting the
status quo.

Unknown
82.32.66.xxx

This survey needs a n/a option for certain questions- eg, I never buy a
match day programme so none of the options apply. But thanks for
organising the survey and giving us a chance to air our views.

Unknown
82.27.207.xxx

Better facilities for our female fan's

Unknown
176.250.43.xxx

Stewards friendly in upper.work hard

Unknown
94.193.68.xxx

The toilets are embarrassing. My son won’t wear his ‘good’ trainers to
matches since his last trip to the toilets. Stadium could do with a lick of
paint as walk to it from railway station makes it look old and tired. Food
queues also way too long. Open smaller kiosks. Positives? Friends tell me
bar area in Upper Tier is excellent.

Unknown
82.132.217.xxx

Do something......anything at half time other than the damn 50/50

Unknown
92.234.135.xxx

Quality of food is poor and expensive

Unknown
82.132.239.xxx

Serve chips in kiosks

Unknown
101.180.29.xxx

Stadium suite is a great facility bit the toilets up there are pretty bad ->
terrible!

Unknown
89.240.178.xxx

Stop saying pride of the Midlands.

Unknown
77.96.122.xxx

Hopefully the club will take Saddlers Club over its a traditional club for both
home and away fans but needs fresh impetus .
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Unknown
188.223.26.xxx

More bar staff needed in Stadium Suite!

Unknown
2.125.47.xxx

More toilets

Unknown
90.217.5.xxx

Chips in the lower

Unknown
92.9.106.xxx

Season ticket holders should not be expected to give up their seats when
a big away following is expected from a Billy Big Boots Club :-(

Unknown
188.222.113.xxx

N/A

Unknown
2.125.48.xxx

Not enough staff manning kiosks at half time leads to large (avoidable
queues). Toilets are poor, not clean, freezing in winter and frankly
cramped. When Walsall are away I go to watch Coventry Rugby club, I
would invite club representatives to visit other clubs (from different sports)
and see what can be learned.

Unknown
2.219.21.xxx

Access out if the ground is very poor. You simply can't get away if you
park in the car parks

Unknown
2.97.69.xxx

Food prices are very high for the quality of food served.

Unknown
81.101.121.xxx

Safe standing

Unknown
94.174.24.xxx

Better and more staff

Unknown
109.154.91.xxx

Far more interaction with fans required on a regular basis throughout
season.

Unknown
86.157.249.xxx

Toilets need some TLC.

Unknown
77.100.83.xxx

Stop running out of food

Unknown
118.174.204.xxx

Very cheap season tickets for juniors with a paying adult

Unknown
213.106.123.xxx

Better atmosphere
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Unknown
86.148.86.xxx

Student ticket prices, something many other league 1 clubs have adopted
already. Whilst I went to uni and continue to buy adult matchday tickets, I
feel there should be an incentive for young adults going to
college/university to continue to support the club with cheaper ticket
prices than the adult rate.

Unknown
79.66.85.xxx

Season to forget

Unknown
92.232.135.xxx

Shocking (really overpriced) prices for food and drink. I understand it will
be more that going to the shop. But i think it is way overpriced

Unknown
77.97.32.xxx

do not bother now after selling over 800+ match home and away programs
and entrance tickets put inside programs.

Unknown
94.197.120.xxx

Chips in the lower ma lord

Unknown
86.168.15.xxx

Transport depends on Motorway - we travel over 100 miles to home
games from Wiltshire. Feel merchandise, tickets too much. Lower prices
will put more bums on seats and create the atmosphere we want at a game
and buy stuff at the ground. Northampton fame proves the point. Even £18
or two for £30 is reasonable. Balti pies are a joy and the view from tile
choice is excellent. Toilets could do with a review but if we can sign some
good players, I can live with dysfunctional hand driers!

Unknown
109.147.240.xxx

Ladies toilets are disgusting...they smell of stale urine and the floor is
always wet...Would never put bag on floor...kiosk items very expensive

Unknown
82.132.217.xxx

The question about transport is worded wrong. Getting in and parked isn't
a problem. It's getting out.

Unknown
92.234.73.xxx

Home fans behind both goals.

Unknown
80.1.14.xxx

Not enough focus on getting the kids hooked in, I would have renewed my
season ticket if I could get my 2 kids to come along but they just get bored!

Unknown
2.28.34.xxx

Back the manager with his signings then match day experience might
improve

Unknown
213.205.242.xxx

Food is shocking. Quickly sells out, service is slow and food luke warm at
best. Ladies toilets - of the two cubicles only one locks; when you press
the soap dispenser it nearly falls off the wall; taps both are cold water and
hand drier blasts out cold air. Considering I pay top price for a season
ticket the facilities are very poor.
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Unknown
80.5.240.xxx

Toilets could be improved upon a lick of paint wouldn’t go amiss. More staff
on ticketing booths when a big home game occurs.

Unknown
90.253.168.xxx

catering improvements would be good. always out of items, always queues

Unknown
90.199.59.xxx

Figure out how to remove the beams, the lower roofs provide better
atmosphere. Failing that bring in safe standing. Always find the over half
empty stadium atmosphere flat, something needed to change this

Unknown
94.13.251.xxx

More options at food stands - very little options for drinks for diabetic
supporters (Pepsi max or water)

Unknown
209.93.5.xxx

Need more from board include more for young fans, clean up stadium, why
do ALL staff think they are above fans and blatantly ignore us especially
young kids when doing pre match walk about?? players are always willing
to acknowledge fans

Unknown
92.236.212.xxx

Safe standing

Unknown
149.254.57.xxx

Better catering options. Safe standing.

Unknown
86.168.111.xxx

Standing.
Get rid of Bonser

Unknown
51.7.215.xxx

The video screen was a step forward but you need binoculars to see any
real detail from the Tile Choice end.
Needs either one three times the size or another one that the Tile Choice
end can see.
Plenty of examples at Premier League grounds.
Also a Rewards Programme to encourage non regular supporters to come
more often.

Unknown
92.40.248.xxx

Stop playing 'won't get fooled again'- we always do. Play something else
upbeat relevant to the area (not the bloody liquidator either!)
Match day entertainment needs to be improved

Unknown
90.192.194.xxx

There needs to be a radical rethink of the whole stadium - we should have
a terrace where the away end is (complete with a cantilever roof) and put
away fans down the side. The lower tier could then become the community
stand. The club need to make the Northampton atmosphere the norm.
But this would require the owner to (a) spend and (b) care.
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Unknown
176.26.84.xxx

Invest in the main reason we exist....the Football Team.Give the fans
something to look forward too/be proud of.

Unknown
81.151.219.xxx

Sort out the PA system. Hard to hear pitch side announcer

Unknown
86.157.164.xxx

1. Why, on special offer days do they fail to open the 2nd kiosk in the family
stand. Queues to block b every time.
2. As an alternative to cash why can't we have a debit card machine on the
turnstile? Even the pub has contactless payment.

Unknown
213.205.198.xxx

Get more bums on seats however possible! Offers etc. Atmosphere
transforms the occasion and brings more out of the players.

Unknown
85.255.232.xxx

The bar area is in desperate need of some TLC

Unknown
90.241.42.xxx

Hopefully better performances will improve atmosphere. The toilets are
awful and choice at the catering kiosks is limited.

Unknown
82.132.224.xxx

A serious look at safe standing, although incredibly unlikely, would not only
improve he atmosphere but definitely provide another bridge between the
club and supporters.

Looking at our rivals Shrewsbury, their can-do attitude has seen them be
held up as a pioneer whilst we sit on our hands.

Unknown
46.233.78.xxx

Toilets - sometimes no soap, damp/mouldy ceiling.
Kiosks - not enough people serving, Tile Choice middle / upper kiosk on
family stand side seems to be conveniently "closed due to technical
difficulties" when smaller crowds are expected - ie they don't want to pay
the staff to have them open it.

Unknown
31.77.92.xxx

Poor performances have done nothing to help the experience and
atmosphere on matchday, thats the biggest thing for me

Unknown
82.40.5.xxx

N/A

Unknown
151.226.230.xxx

Balti pies are great, lower ticket prices a major step that needs to be
considered. Consider atmospheres with 4000 paying £20 & 8000 paying
£10...

Unknown
151.227.113.xxx

Wish the Family stand didn’t have so many pillars blocking views,
expensive to alter but stadium needs revitalising at some point over the
next 5-10 years
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Unknown
109.155.180.xxx

Kiosks. Even simple things like display prices on the wall above kiosk
rather than behind serving hatch.

Unknown
193.126.247.xxx

As someone who sits in the Tile Choice middle, I think the pre-match
facilities are outstanding. Very few clubs at our level offer interviews with
past players etc, in a bar where the price is included with the season ticket
cost.
With that said, the aim should be to improve the atmosphere. While very
difficult to do, a proper look at safe standing would be a welcome gesture

Unknown
81.155.174.xxx

Lower prices, clean the toilets

Unknown
217.41.31.xxx

Refurbish the toilets, extra staff and stock at kiosk points, re-consider the
'walk-on' theme and re-introduce some convincing half-time entertainment.

Unknown
185.69.145.xxx

Comments represtative of the 1888 lounge. I would remove goal music and
music generally before a game and try and a get an initiative to get fans
into the ground earlier to improve atmosphere before kick off.

Unknown
185.201.208.xxx

Time for Bonser to invest in the football activities of the Venue

Unknown
94.125.130.xxx

Food is overpriced and generally crap in the lower. 
Lower bar needs a makeover .
Beer in the lower is good price.

Unknown
178.100.245.xxx

Paint the outside of the ground and ensure there is enough food available
to last beyond HT. Open the smaller snack/drink kiosks. I went to the
recent U17 Euros game and there was half a kiosk for the whole of the
family stand. Much anguish, 25 minute queing during the game and no pies
10 minutes after KO.
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